
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AAAUUUXXXIIILLLIIIAAARRRYYY   VVVEEERRRBBBSSS   DDDOOO---DDDOOOEEESSS---DDDOOONNN'''TTT   

DDDOOOEEESSSNNN'''TTT---AAAMMM---AAAMMM   NNNOOOTTT---IIISSS---IIISSSNNN'''TTT---AAARRREEE---AAARRREEENNN'''TTT   

1. -- Where ___ they usually play  
        basketball? 
    -- In the sports hall. 
       a) do                        b) are 
        c) does                   d) is 

2. -- ___ Susan watching a film at  
       the cinema? 
    -- No. 
       a) do                        b) are 
        c) does                   d) is 

3.  Mary is good at checkers,but   
     Helen ___ play well. 
       a) isn't                        b) don't 
       c) aren't                     d) doesn't 
 

4. -- What's Mrs.Green doing now? 
    -- She ___ combing her daughter's  
       hair. 
       a) are                b) aren't 
        c) is                   d) isn't 

5. -- Mr.Hardy ___ driving a lorry,  
        he's driving a school bus. 
       a) is                          b) isn't 
        c) does                   d) doesn't 

6. -- ___ Mr.Birdy work at a  
     restaurant? 
    -- No,he works in a company. 
       a) does                b) is 
        c) do                   d) are 

7. -- Mr. and Mrs Harrods ___ go to  
     a language course.They go to a  
    dance course. 
       a) doesn't               b) aren't 
        c) don't                   d) isn't 

8. -- Hey,Rachel what are you  
    doing? 
    -- I ___ looking after the baby. 
       a) do                    b) are 
        c) am                   d) is 

9. They ___ surfing  
     on the internet. 
   a) do           b) are 
  c) am            d) is 

10. -- I ___ resting tonight.I have  
       got a lot of work to do. 
       a) don't                        b) aren't 
        c) doesn't                   d) am not 

11. Meg and Pamela ___ eating  
       pudding. 
       a) aren't                       b) isn't 
        c) doesn't                   d) am not 

12. -- __ an engineer paint houses ? 
        -- No,of course not. 
       a) does                       b) is 
        c) do                          d) are 

13. -- I'm afraid I ___ doing well in  
       this exam. 
       a) aren't                    b) isn't 
        c) don't                     d) am not 

14. Brian and Andy ___ watching  
       a comedy film at the moment. 
       a) do                       b) does 
        c) are                     d) is 

15. Jack ___ climbing up the  
       stairs. 
       a) aren't                b) isn't 
        c) don't                 d) doesn't 

16. -- How ___ you go to school ? 
        -- By bike. 
       a) does                       b) do 
       c) is                              d) are 

17. -- I ___ dreaming of a nice    
       summer holiday in Paris. 
       a) do                       b) is 
       c) am                      d) are 

18. Sandra ___ like summer  
       holidays.She prefers winter  
       holidays. 
       a) aren't                    b) isn't 
       c) don't                      d) doesn't 
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